
Research

Vitamin D is important in modulating the immune system 

– and reduced vitamin D levels are linked to autoimmune 

conditions such as multiple sclerosis (MS) and type 1 

diabetes. Vitamin D is also known as ‘vitamin sunlight’ and 

production of vitamin D requires sun exposure - so sunlight 

exposure and the distance from the equator known as 

latitude are important in determining vitamin D levels. 

Accordingly, the prevalence of autoimmune conditions are 

also associated with latitude. This means that in Australia, 

MS is seven times more common in Tasmania (higher latitude) 

than in Queensland (lower latitude). Importantly, in patients 

with MS, vitamin D levels are also associated with disease 

activity and disability, suggesting that they may provide 

markers of disease burden. 

However these factors have never been investigated in 

patients with immune-mediated peripheral neuropathies, 

related autoimmune disorders which affect the peripheral 

nervous system – leading to progressive difficulties with 

walking and sensation. These disorders [called chronic 

inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) and 

multifocal motor neuropathy (MMN)] are costly in terms of 

healthcare costs and burden on patients. The most common 

treatment for immune-mediated neuropathies is the human 

blood product intravenous immunoglobulin, which accounts 

for 50% of Australian Government spending on blood 

products – more than $579 million per year in 2018. Our 

project aimed to examine the links between vitamin D and 

latitude in autoimmune neuropathies, in order to better 

understand the risk factors underlying their development  

and the need to develop better markers of disease activity  

to direct appropriate treatment. 

Outcome

To determine rates of immune-mediated peripheral 

neuropathies at different latitudes– we identified all patients 

with CIDP and MMN in North Queensland (Townsville and 

Cairns regions – lower latitude) and compared to Tasmania 

(higher latitude). We used multiple methods to identify 

patients including survey of neurologists, search of hospital 

databases and search of statewide data collections.  

We identified that there was no difference across regions 

by latitude (CIDP TAS: 4.7 per 100,000; Nth QLD: 5.3 per 

100,000 population). However there was a trend towards  

a younger age of disease onset in Tasmania at higher 

latitude. The prevalence of MMN was high compared to 

international cohorts in both regions (TAS: 1.2 per 100,000; 

North QLD: 1.5 per 100,000 population). In addition, we 

measured vitamin D levels in a cohort of immune-mediated 

neuropathy patients to compare with their functional ability. 

While the relationship between disability and vitamin D is 

complex, we found that vitamin D levels were significantly 

associated with overall disability status in CIDP patients with 

reduced functional status. This project has underscored the 

need for national registry of immune-mediated neuropathies 

to be established in order to 

facilitate future research 

to ensure appropriate 

treatment of patients 

and to identify 

markers of disease 

activity.
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